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CAMERA-INSPIRED HOT-SWAPPABLE 
WIRELESS BACKLIT MECHANICAL KEYBOARD

COLORWAY 

The FOQO Pro is AZIO’s ultimate keyboard for 
professionals, creatives, and artists alike. The 
name FOQO is derived from the word “focal” for 
two purposes: a design inspired by cameras 
and their lenses, and the ability to focalize your 
workflow in one place. 

FOQO PRO STORY

Revolutionize the way you work with the unique 
Control Knob: a control center that navigates 
your media and backlight, and a macro mode 
that allows users to program its 5 buttons. The 
FOQO Pro features hot-swappable switches 
allowing you to fully customize your typing 
experience. Type in confidence knowing each 
material is crafted for durability, and each func-
tion is made to improve e�ciency.
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FEATURES

SPECS

SYSTEM

DIMENSIONS

Model

Styles

Mechanical Switch

Backlight Colors

Backlight Modes

Battery

Cable

FQ2101 & FQ2201 (Space Gray)

FQ2103 & FQ2203 (Olive Green)

Space Gray / Olive Green

Hot-Swappable with Default Gateron Brown (Tactile)

9 LED Colors (RGB Included)

4 Modes : Static / Breathing / Wave / Reactive 

4000 mAh Rechargeable Li-ion

6 ft. / 1.8 m / Braided

OS Support

Interface

Compatibility

Windows 10 & above / macOS

BT 5.0 / USB

PC or Mac

Dimension

Weight

Q’ty

320 x 158 x 48.5 mm

2.9 lbs / 1300 g 

1  PCS

Dual Aluminum Plate Structure

With a stunning bead-blasted anodized surface 
finish, durability is further improved with a 
dual aluminum plate structure.

Mac & PC Compatibility

With a click of a key, switch between Mac & PC 
operating systems in a flash. 

Bluetooth & USB Interface

Choose to connect to any device via wired USB 
or Bluetooth. In Bluetooth mode, connect up to 
3 devices at a time.

Humongous Battery Life

The industry leading 4,000 mAh capacity 
rechargeable lithium-ion battery can run on a 
single charge for months.

USB Type-C Charging

The FOQO Pro keyboard is equipped with a 
braided USB Type-C cable for quick charging.

Durable Textured Body

Similar to cameras, the body is crafted with 
an in-mold leather texture for remarkable 
durability.

RGB LED Backlight

The FOQO keyboard o�ers 9 LED colors and 4 
RGB light modes for mesmerizing backlight 
visuals.

Vintage Camera-Inspired

Inspired by vintage range finder cameras, the 
FOQO Pro streamlines many of its features while 
maintaining a premium, sleek appearance.

Streamlining Control Knob

3 Control Knob Modes: Multimedia, Backlight, 
and Macros. Program your favorite shortcuts to 
any of the 5 buttons on the control knob. 

Hot-Swappable Mechanical Switches

The FOQO Pro is compatible with any mechanical 
switch color and brand - allowing users to 
customize the typing sound and feel anytime.




